LENNOX DINING SETTING WITH TEAK TABLE TOP AND TEAK ARM INLAY CHAIRS
JEPARA TABLE WITH CORFU CHAIRS
BAIRO TEAK TABLE WITH CORFU TEAK & WHITE WICKER CHAIRS
Built-in Scotchgard Shield for Longevity & Easy maintenance
The revolutionary built-in technology is applied to infuse Scotchgard PFA into the polymer solution, so the repellence is molecularly inherent in the fibres, providing a long-lasting shield that repels liquids, soils, and stains.

Fade & Weather Resistant
The solution-dyed process ensures that colors completely permeate the fibres and enable the solution-dyed fabrics to stand up to the high expectation of colorfastness.

Soft to Touch
The combination of advanced yarn extrusion and attentive finishing makes Olefin fabrics especially soft to touch. Parker Boyd is very passionate in producing quality fabric at an affordable price.

Environmental Friendly Manufacturing
Olefin is an environmental fibre. The manufacturing process is very friendly to the environment because no dye bath processes are used, and waste effluents are eliminated. The spinning temperature of Olefin yarn is low thus consumes the least fuel to heat to save energy.
TABLES / CHAIRS

CORONA TABLE Rectangular Table 240 x 105cm H 77cm

BAIRO TEAK TABLE Rectangular Table 180 x 105cm H 77cm
Rectangular Table 240 x 105cm H 77cm
Rectangular Table 300 x 105cm H 77cm

ST GERMAIN COFFEE TABLE Rectangular 100 x 60cm H 77cm

LENIUX COFFEE TABLE Rectangular 120 x 75cm H 75cm

SORRENTO TABLE Square 90 x 90cm H 77cm

LENIUX CHAIR W 900mm H 830mm Seat H 460mm Arm H 570mm

BAIRO CHAIR W 500mm H 830mm Seat H 460mm Arm H 570mm

BAIRO CHAIR Armless W 450mm H 830mm Seat H 460mm

CONFU CHAIR Arm black wicker W 630mm H 830mm Seat H 460mm Arm H 830mm

JEPHA DINING TABLE Rectangular 200 x 100cm
BAIRO BAR STOOL WITH BAIRO BAR TABLE

COLOUR SWATCHES

PARKER BOYD FABRIC

MATERIALS USED

TEAK

The durability and quality of Parker Boyd teak combined with its beautiful aesthetic properties make it an ideal timber for outdoor use. Teak wood has a very high oil content which does not require any staining or treating. The oil in the wood is a natural course of protection that helps it to last longer. The wood will weather and change over time giving it a unique look.

Color and weathering

On exposure to the elements color variations will occur and eventually weather to an elegant silver grey. If however you want to maintain the original color we recommend use a teak sealer on a regular basis. To keep this finish it is recommended you use a teak protector which gives you time to clean up.

Cleaning

If your table does require cleaning please use a soft bristle brush or soft cloth and warm soapy water. Do not use harsh detergents. The timber should be thoroughly wet before any cleaning takes place.

FABRIC

Parker Boyd uses Sunproof fabric which is a solution dyed acrylic-twill made for outdoor use. We also use Cellfoam for the cushions which allows water to run. If your fabric requires cleaning please use mild soap and water and wipe cushions clean with mild soap and water. Do not use covers off and machine wash.

SLING/TEXTILE

Sling is the term used for the material used in seats and backs of chairs. It is an open mesh fabric made from a wind resistant polyester yarn. We use Sunbrella sling material which is rated as one of the top performing brands in its class.

ALUMINIUM

Parker Boyd Aluminium is a light and tough metal with excellent strength. It is corrosive resistant making it an ideal metal for outdoor use.

OUTDOOR LIVING
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